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MEDIA PLAYBACK POINT SEEKING USING DATA RANGE REQUESTS

[0001] This application claims priority from U.S Provisional Application Serial

No. 60/981,164 filed October 19, 2007, the entire contents of which is incorporated

herein by reference.

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0002] This application incorporates by reference U .S Provisional Application

Serial No. 60/992,471 filed December 5, 2007, entitled "Dynamic Bit Rate

Scaling." This application also incorporates by reference U.S. Provisional

Application Serial No. 61/052,459 filed May 12, 2008, entitled "Live Media

Delivery Over a Packet-Based Computer Network."

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0003] The invention relates to computer networks and specifically to

downloading media data through computer networks.

BACKGROUND

[0004] As evidenced by the popularity of video sharing web sites, video is an

increasingly important feature of the World Wide Web. In a typical scenario, a

server hosts a file that stores all of the data of a video. When a user wants to use a

client device to view the video, the client device requests the file from the server.

In response to the request, the server sends data in the file to the client device,

starting with data that represents the beginning of the video and ending with data

that represents the end of the video. The client device may begin to present the

video before the client device has received all of the data in the video file. This is

known as "progressive download." After the client device has completely

downloaded all of the data in the video file, the client device may present any

portion of the video without downloading any additional data from the server.



SUMMARY

[0005] Techniques are described for downloading user-selected segments of media

objects. As described herein, a user may demand that a client device present a

segment of a media object when the client device has not yet downloaded the data

that represents the partial segment of the media object. The client device may then

output two separate requests to a server that hosts the media object. The first

request specifies a resource identifier of the media object and a first data range.

Data in the first range specify a format of data of the media object and other data.

The second request specifies the resource identifier of the media object and a

second data range. Data in the second range represents the requested partial

segment of the media object. When the client device receives the data, the client

device uses the data in the first range to present the data in the second range.

[0006] In one example, a method comprises receiving, with a device, a demand to

present a segment of a media object. The segment starts at a playback point of the

media object after an initial playback point of the media object. The device has not

yet received data that represents the segment. The method also comprises

outputting, in response to the demand, a first request that specifies a resource

identifier associated with all data in the media object and that specifies a first

range. In addition, the method comprises outputting, in response to the demand, a

second request that specifies the resource identifier associated with all of the data

in the media object and that specifies a second range. The data that represents the

segment of the media object is within the second range. Furthermore, the method

comprises receiving, as a response to the first request, the data of the media object

that is within the first range. The data of the media object that is within the first

range indicates metadata regarding the data in the media object within a second

range. In addition, the method comprises receiving, as a response to the second

request, the data of the media object that is within the second range.

[0007] In another example, a device comprises one or more network interfaces

coupled to a network. The device also comprises a media player that receives a

demand to present a segment of a media object. The segment starts at a playback

point of the media object after an initial playback point of the media object. The

device has not yet received data that represents the segment. In addition, the



device comprises a presentation unit capable of displaying data based on data in

the media object. Furthermore the device comprises a download agent that, as a

response to the media player receiving the demand, instructs one or more network

interfaces of the device to output a first request that specifies a resource identifier

associated with all the data in the media object and that specifies a first range. The

download agent, as a response to the media player receiving the demand, instructs

one or more of the network interfaces to output a second request that specifies the

resource identifier associated with all the data in the media object and that specifies

a second range. The data that represents the segment of the media object is within

the second range. Furthermore, the download agent receives, as a response to the

first request, the data of the media object that is within the first range. The data of

the media object that is within the first range indicates metadata regarding the data

in the media object within the second range. The download agent also receives, as

a response to the second request, the data of the media object that is within the

second range.

[0008] In another example, a computer-readable medium comprises instructions

that, when executed by one or more processors of a device, cause the one or more

processors to receive a demand to present a segment of a media object. The

segment starts at a playback point of the media object after an initial playback

point of the media object. The device has not yet received data that represents the

segment of the media object. The instructions also cause the one or more

processors to instruct, in response to the demand, one or more network interfaces

of the device to output a request that specifies a resource identifier associated with

all data in the media object and that specifies a first range. In addition, the

instructions cause the one or more processors to instruct, in response to the

demand, one or more of the network interfaces to output a second request that

specifies the resource identifier associated with all the data in the media object and

that specifies a second range. The data that represents the segment of the media

object is within the second range. Furthermore, the instructions cause the one or

more processors to enable one or more of the network interfaces to receive, as a

response to the first request, the data of the media object that is within the first

range. The data of the media object that is within the first range indicates metadata



regarding the data in the media object within the second range. In addition, the

instruction cause the one or more processors to enable one or more of the network

interfaces to receives, as a response to the second request, the data of the media

object that is within the second range. The instructions also cause the one or more

processors to use the data of the media object that is within the first range to

convert the data within the second range into presentable data. In addition, the

instructions cause the one or more processors to instruct a presentation unit of the

device to present the presentable data, thereby causing the presentation unit to

present the segment of the media object.

[0009] In another example, a system comprises a client device and a web cache

server. The client device comprises one or more network interfaces coupled to a

network. The client device also comprises a media player that receives a demand

to present a segment of a media object. The segment starts at a playback point of

the media object after an initial playback point of the media object. The client

device has not yet received data that represents the segment of the media object.

The client device also comprises a presentation unit capable of displaying data

based on the data in the media object. In addition, the client device comprises a

download agent that, as a response to the media player receiving the demand,

instructs one or more network interfaces of the device to output a first request that

specifies a resource identifier associated with all the data in the media object and

that specifies a first range. The download agent, as a response to the media player

receiving the demand, instructs one or more of the network interfaces to output a

second request that specifies the resource identifier associated with all the data in

the media object and that specifies a second range. The data that represents the

segment of the media object is within the second range. Furthermore, the

download agent receives, as a response to the first request, the data of the media

object that is within the first range. The data of the media object that is within the

first range indicates metadata regarding the data in the media object within the

second range. The download agent also receives, as a response to the second

request, the data of the media object that is within the second range. The media

player is further configured to use the data of the media object that is within the

first range to convert the data within the second range into presentable data. In



addition, the media player is further configured to instruct the presentation unit to

present the presentable data, thereby causing the presentation unit to present the

segment of the media object. A web caching server receives the first request and

the second request. The web caching server comprises a resource cache that stores

resources hosted by other servers. The web caching server also comprises a cache

manager that uses resource identifiers in requests from requesting devices to

determine whether the resource cache stores resources identified by the resource

identifiers; and that sends requested resources to the requesting devices when the

web caching server caches the requested resource.

[0010] In another example, a device comprises means for receiving, with a device,

a demand to present a segment of a media object. The segment starts at a playback

point of the media object after an initial playback point of the media object. The

device has not yet received data that represents the segment. The device further

comprises means for outputting, in response to the demand, a first request that

specifies a resource identifier associated with all data in the media object and that

specifies a first range, means for outputting, in response to the demand, a second

request that specifies the resource identifier associated with all of the data in the

media object and that specifies a second range. The data that represents the

segment of the media object is within the second range. The device further

comprises means for receiving, as a response to the first request, the data of the

media object that is within the first range. The data of the media object that is

within the first range indicates metadata regarding the data in the media object

within the second range. The device further comprises means for receiving, as a

response to the second request, the data of the media object that is within the

second range.

[0011] The details of one or more embodiments of the invention are set forth in the

accompanying drawings and the description below. Other features, objects, and

advantages of the invention will be apparent from the description and drawings,

and from the claims.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0012] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary system in which a client

device requests a media object from a media server via a network.

[0013] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary details of a client device.

[0014] FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary operation of a media player

application operating on a client device.

[0015] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary operation of a download

agent application.

[0016] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary operation of the client

device when a user a bookmarks a playback position in a media file.

[0017] FIG. 6A is a flowchart illustrating a first part of an exemplary operation of

the client device when processing segments of two or more media objects.

[0018] FIG. 6B is a flowchart illustrating a second part of an exemplary operation

of the client device when processing segments of two or more media objects.

[0019] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating an alternative exemplary operation of the

download agent application.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary system 2 . As illustrated

in the example of FIG. 1, system 2 includes a client device 4. Client device 4 may

be a wide variety of different types of network devices. For example, client device

4 may be a personal computer, a laptop computer, a mobile telephone, a personal

media player, a device integrated into a vehicle, a network kiosk, a mainframe

computer, a television set top box, a network television, a digital video recorder, or

other type of device capable of requesting, receiving, and presenting digital media

data.

[0021] Furthermore, as illustrated in the example of FIG. 1, system 2 includes a

user 6. User 6 may use client device 4 to view media objects. As used in this

disclosure, a media object is a set of sequential media data. Example media

objects include video clips, television programs, movies, audio recordings, and

other sets of sequential media data. Media objects may be encoded in a variety of



ways. For instance, media objects may be encoded as Flash™ video files,

QuickTime™ files, or in accordance with other coding standards.

[0022] In the example of FIG. 1, system 2 includes a media server 8 that hosts a

media object. In other words, media server 8 makes a media object available to be

downloaded. When user 6 wants client device 4 to present the media object hosted

by media server 8, user 6 may demand that client device 4 present the media

object. User 6 may demand that client device 4 present the media object in a

variety of ways. For example, user 6 may demand client device 4 to present the

media object by navigating a web browser operating on client device 4 to a web

page in which the media object is embedded. In another example, user 6 may

demand client device 4 to present the media object by providing a resource

identifier of the media object to a media player application operating on client

device 4.

[0023] Client device 4 is communicatively coupled to a network 10. Network 10

may be a home network, a network operated by an Internet Service Provider

("ISP"), or another type of network. When client device 4 receives a request to

present all of a media object hosted by media server 8, client device 4 outputs a

request on network 10 . This request may specify a resource identifier associated

with the media object. For example, this request may be a Hyper Text Transfer

Protocol ("HTTP") request that specifies a resource identifier associated with the

media object. Client device 4 may subsequently receive data of the media object.

When client device 4 receives data of the media object, client device 4 may present

media data based on the data of the media object.

[0024] Before client device 4 has received all data of the media object, user 6 may

demand that client device 4 present a segment of the media object before client

device 4 has received data that represents that segment of the media object. In

other words, user 6 may demand that client device 4 "skip ahead" to a playback

point of the media object before client device 4 has downloaded the data of the

media object that represents the playback point. A "playback point" is a specific

time along a timeline from the beginning of a media object to the end of the media

object. For example, client device 4 may have received data that represents the

first through the fifth minute of a ten minute media object. In this example, client



device 4 may have presented the first through the third minute of the media object.

Furthermore, in this example, user 6 may demand that client device 4 present a

segment of the media object that starts at the seventh minute of the media object

and lasts through the end of the media object.

[0025] When user 6 demands that client device 4 present a segment of the media

object before client device 4 has received data that represents the segment of the

media object, client device 4 may send a request for range identification data

associated with the media object to media server 8. When media server 8 receives

the request for range identification data, a frame index module 20 in media server 8

may send the range identification data to client device 4 . In one exemplary

implementation, the range identification data associated with a media object may

indicate a portion of the media object that specifies metadata regarding media data

of the media object. For instance, the range identification data associated with a

media object may indicate that bytes 0 through 100 constitute metadata that

specifies a format used to encode media data stored in the remaining bytes of the

media object. In addition, the range identification data associated with a media

object may include a key frame list that indicates byte indexes associated with key

frames of the media object. As used in this disclosure, a key frame of a media

object is a video frame that is not encoded with reference to other frames. For

instance, in the context of H.264 coding, key frames are referred to as "i-frames."

An exemplary key frame list may indicate that a key frame associated with the first

minute of the media object starts at the 200th byte, a key frame associated with the

second minute of the media object starts at the 400th byte, a key frame associated

with the third minute of the media object starts at the 520th byte, and so on.

[0026] After client device 4 receives the range identification data associated with

the media object, client device 4 may use the range identification data to identify a

first range. Data of the media object within the first range may specify metadata

regarding the media data of the media object. For example, the metadata may

indicate that video frames in the media object are encoded in accordance with the

H.264 format and are to be presented at a rate of 35 frames per second. In

addition, the metadata may indicate other data. For instance, the metadata may

indicate copyright information, may indicate whether the media object is to be



presented in black and white, may include information that identifies an artist

associated with the media object, and may include other information.

[0027] Client device 4 may use a key frame list in the range identification data

associated with the media object to identify a second range. For instance, client

device 4 may identify one of the key frames in the key frame list as a key frame

that is associated with a playback point closest to a playback point at the beginning

of the segment and may identify one of the key frames in the key frame list as a

key frame that is associated with a playback point closest to a playback point at the

end of the segment. For example, user 6 may select a playback point for the

beginning of the segment at playback point 50% of the way through the media

object. In this example, there may not be a key frame associated with a playback

point 50% of the way through the media object. Furthermore, in this example,

client device 4 may identify the key frame that is associated with a playback point

that is closest to a playback point 50% of the way through the media object.

Similarly, user 6 may select a playback point 90% of the way through the media

object for the end of the segment and client device 4 may identify a key frame that

is associated with a playback point that is closest to the playback point at 90% of

the way through the media object. After identifying the key frame that is closest to

the playback point at the beginning of the segment and the key frame that is closest

to the playback point at the end of the segment, client device 4 may identify the

second range as the range from the byte index associated with the key frame that is

closest to the playback point at the beginning of the segment to the byte index

associated with the key frame that is closest to the playback point at the end of the

segment. When the playback point at the end of the segment is the ending

playback point of the media object, client device 4 may identified the second range

as the range from the byte index associated with the key frame that is closest to the

playback point at the beginning of the segment to the byte index associated with

the last byte of the media object.

[0028] After client device 4 identifies the first range and the second range, client

device 4 may determine whether client device 4 has cached data of the media

object in the first range. If client device 4 has not cached data of the media object

in the first range, client device 4 may output a first request that specifies a resource



identifier associated with all data in the media object and that specifies a first range

of data within the media object. For example, in an exemplary implementation in

which client device 4 uses HTTP to request and receive data of the media object,

client device 4 may, for example, output a first HTTP request that includes, in a

header of the first HTTP request, a resource identifier associated with all data in

the media object and a range element that specifies the first range. In this example,

the range element may specify the first range by specifying a byte index of a first

byte and a byte index the last byte of the range. For instance, the first HTTP

request may specify the resource identifier "/media/video_ciip . f Iv" and the

range element may specify the first range by specifying that the first range starts at

byte 0 of the media object and ends at byte 100 of the media object. In this

instance, the first HTTP request may appear in part as:

GET /media/video_clip.flv HTTP/1.0

Range: bytes=0-100

[0029] In addition, client device 4 outputs a second request. The second request

specifies the resource identifier associated with all data in the media object and

specifies the second range of data within the media object. For example, client

device 4 may output a second HTTP request that includes, in a header of the

second HTTP request, the resource identifier associated with all data in the media

object and a range element that specifies the second range. In this example, the

range element may specify the second range by specifying a byte index of a first

byte of the second range and a byte index of the last byte of the second range. For

instance, the second HTTP request may specify the resource identifier

"/media/video_ciip. f Iv" and the range element may specify the second range

by specifying that the second range starts at byte 7000 of the media object and ends

at byte 9000 of the media object. In this instance, the second HTTP request may

appear as:

GET /media/video_clip. flv HTTP/1 . 0

Range : bytes=7000-9000

[0030] After client device 4 outputs the first request and the second request, client

device 4 may receive data of the media object that is within the first range and data

of the media object that is within the second range. Upon receiving all of the data

within the first range and at least some of the data in the second range, client



device 4 may use the data within the first range to convert the data in the second

range into presentable data. For example, if the data in the first range indicates that

the data in the second range is formatted in accordance with the H.264 standard,

client device 4 may convert the data in the second range from the H.264 standard

into a set of Red-Green-Blue pixels that may be presented on a monitor. In another

example, if the data in the first range indicates that the data in the second range is

formatted in accordance with the Flash/VP6 standard, client device 4 may convert

the data in the second range from the Flash/VP6 standard into a set of Red-Green-

Blue pixels that may be presented on a monitor. After client device 4 uses the data

within the first range to convert the data in the second range into the presentable

data, client device 4 may present the presentable data. In this way, client device 4

presents the requested segment of the media object.

[0031] The techniques of this disclosure may provide several advantages. As

illustrated in the example of FIG. 1, network 10 may include a web cache server 12

that is geographically located closer to client device 4 than is media server 8 . Web

cache server 12 receives HTTP requests generated by client device 4 . When cache

server 12 receives a HTTP request addressed to a server, a cache manager 16 in

web cache server 12 determines whether a resource cache 18 in web cache server

12 stores data of a resource hosted by the server that is associated with the resource

identifier specified by the HTTP request. The data of the resource may be all or a

portion of the data of the resource. For instance, web cache server 12 may receive

a HTTP request addressed to media server 8 that specifies the range 1000th byte to

2000th byte of a media object associated with a particular resource identifier. In

this instance, cache manager 16 determines whether resource cache 18 stores bytes

1000 through 2000 of the media object identified by the particular resource

identifier.

[0032] If resource cache 18 does not store data of the resource specified by the

HTTP request within the range specified by the HTTP request, cache manager 16

may send a HTTP request that specifies the resource identified of the resource and

specifies the range to the server that hosts the resource. When web cache server 12

receives the resource in response to the HTTP request sent by cache manager 16,

cache manager 16 may store the resource in resource cache 18.



[0033] If cache manager 16 determines that resource cache 18 stores the resource

or after web cache server 12 receives the resource in response to the HTTP request

sent by cache manager 16, cache manager 16 may provide the resource to client

device 4. Furthermore, if web cache server 12 has cached a resource and receives

a HTTP request that specifies a range of data within the resource, cache manager

16 may respond to the HTTP request with data of the resource within the specified

range. Because web cache server 12 is closer to client device 4 than is media

server 8, web cache server 12 may provide the requested data more quickly than

media server 8.

[0034] The techniques of this disclosure may enable effective use web cache

server 12. To illustrate this, system 2 in the example of FIG. 1 includes client

devices 14A through 14N (collectively, "client devices 14"). Client devices 14,

like client device 4, may output requests that specify the resource identifier of the

media object hosted by media server 8. Because requests generated by client

device 4 and client device 14 use the same resource identifier to request segments

of the media object and because cache manager 16 uses the resource identifier to

determine whether resource cache 18 stores data of the media object, cache

manager 16 may recognize that resource cache 18 stores data of the media object

and may respond appropriately. In this way, if client devices 14 request any

portion of the resource after client device 4 requests the resource, client devices 14

may receive the portions of the resource more quickly than if web cache server 12

were not present. This is in contrast to systems where client devices use different

resource identifiers to request different segments of the media object. When client

devices use different resource identifiers to request different segments of the media

object, cache manager 16 may not recognize that resource cache 18 stores the

segments of the media object. This may be especially advantageous of ISPs that

operate web cache servers because their customers may be able to access media

objects much more quickly and because the ISPs do not need to transfer as much

data through their networks.

[0035] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary details of client device 4 .

As illustrated in the example of FIG. 2, client device 4 comprises a memory 30.

Memory 30 is a computer-readable medium. For instance, memory 30 may be a



random access memory, a hard-disk drive, a flash memory unit, an optical disc

(e.g., CD-ROM, DVD, BluRay disc, etc), or another type of computer-readable

medium. In the example of FIG. 2, memory module 30 stores instructions that

constitute a media player application 32, an operating system 33, a download agent

application 34, and a compilation generation module 44. Although illustrated as a

separate component, compilation generation module 44 may be a feature of media

player application 32.

[0036] Furthermore, in the example of FIG. 2, client device 4 comprises a

processor 36 that is capable of executing instructions stored in memory 30.

Processor 36 may be an integrated circuit such as a microprocessor, a digital signal

processor, an application-specific integrated circuit, or another type of integrated

circuit. When executed, the instructions of media player application 32, operating

system 33, download agent application 34, and compilation generation module 44

may cause processor 36 to perform one or more acts. For ease of explanation, this

disclosure describes acts that instructions of media player application 32, operating

system 33, download agent application 34, and compilation generation module 44

cause processor 36 to perform as acts of media player application 32, operating

system 33, download agent application 34, and compilation generation module 44.

[0037] As illustrated in the example of FIG. 2, client device 4 includes a user input

interface 38 that receives input from user 6 . For example, user interface 38 may be

a keyboard, a mouse, a touch-screen display, or another type of user interface.

Furthermore, in the example of FIG. 2, client device 4 includes a network interface

40. Network interface 40 may be an Ethernet interface, a WiFi interface, a

Bluetooth interface, a telephone modem interface, or another type of wired or

wireless network interface.

[0038] User 6 may use user input interface 38 to start media player application 32.

When media player application 32 starts, media player application 32 allows user 6

to specify a media object for media player application 32 to present. User 6 may

specify a media object for media player application 32 to present by specifying a

file name of a locally-stored media object, a URL of a remotely-stored media

object, or in another manner. When user 6 specifies a locally-stored media object,



media player application 32 may retrieve data of the media object from a local data

storage medium and immediately begin presenting the media object.

[0039] When user 6 specifies a remotely-stored media object by specifying a URL

of the remotely-stored media object, media player application 32 may separate the

resource identifier portion of the URL from a domain name portion of the URL.

For example, user 6 may specify the URL

"http : //www. example . com/media/videoi . f Iv". In this example, media player

application 32 may separate the URL into the resource identifier portion

"/media/videoi . f Iv" and the domain name portion "www . example . com". Next,

media player application 32 may generate an HTTP request that specifies the

resource identifier of the media object. In the previous example, media player

application 32 may generate the HTTP request:

GET /media/videol. fIv HTTP/1.0

After generating the HTTP request, media player application 32 may instruct

operating system 33 to send the HTTP request to a server associated with the

domain name "www . example . com". When media player application 32 instructs

operating system 33 to send an HTTP request, operating system 33 provides the

HTTP request to download agent application 34. Operating system 33 may

provide the HTTP request to download agent application 34 because when

download agent application 34 was installed, download agent application 34 may

have modified settings in operating system 33 in order to configure operating

system 33 to provide HTTP requests from media player application 32 to download

agent application 34. Note that operating system 33 may not cause network

interface 40 to output the HTTP request generated by media player application 32.

[0040] When download agent application 34 receives a HTTP request to be

transmitted to a server, download agent application 34 determines whether the

resource identifier specified in the HTTP request indicates a segment of a media

object that is less than all of the media object. Download agent application 34 may

determine whether the resource identifier specified in the HTTP request indicates a

segment of a media object that is less than all of the media object by parsing the

resource identifier specified by the HTTP request. For instance, the HTTP request

may specify the resource identifier "/media/video2 . f iv?start=5". In this

instance, download agent application 34 may determine that this resource identifier



indicates a segment of the media object that is less than all of the media object

because the resource identifier specifies a start point.

[0041] If the HTTP request indicates a segment of the media object that is not less

than all of the media object, download agent application 34 may instruct operating

system 33 to use output the HTTP request to the server. In response, operating

system 33 may instruct network interface 40 to output the HTTP request.

Subsequently, when network interface 40 in client device 4 receives data in

response to the HTTP request, operating system 33 may notify download agent

application 34 that client device 4 has received data in response to the HTTP

request. When download agent application 34 receives notification that client

device 4 has received data in response to the HTTP request, download agent

application 34 may instruct operating system 33 to notify media player application

32 that client device 4 has received data in response to the HTTP request generated

by media player application 32. Because media player application 32 may be

unaware of the existence of download agent application 34, media player

application 32 may interpret the receipt of the data to be in direct response to

HTTP request generated by media player application 32.

[0042] If the HTTP request indicates a segment of the media object that is less than

all of the media object, download agent application 34 may request and receive

range identification data associated with the media object. As described above

with regard to FIG. 1, download agent application 34 may use the range

identification data associated with the media object to identify a first range and a

second range.

[0043] After download agent application 34 identifies the first range and the

second range, download agent application 34 may generate two separate HTTP

requests. A first one of the HTTP requests specifies a portion of the resource

identifier that is generic to all of the media object. For example, if download agent

application 34 receives a HTTP request that specifies the resource identifier

"/media/video2 . f iv?start=5", download agent application 34 may generate the

first HTTP request such that the first HTTP request specifies the resource identifier

"/media/video2 . f Iv". The first HTTP request also includes a range element that

specifies the first range of data within the media object. The first range of data



within the media object comprises metadata regarding media data within the media

object. A second one of the HTTP requests specifies the portion of the resource

identifier that is generic to all of the media object and the second range of data

within the media object. The second range of data within the media object

includes data that represents the requested segment of the media object.

[0044] After download agent application 34 generates the first HTTP request and

the second HTTP request, download agent application 34 may instruct operating

system 33 to cause network interface 40 to output the first HTTP request and the

second HTTP request to the server. Subsequently, operating system 33 may notify

download agent application 34 that network interface 40 has received data in

response to the first HTTP request. When operating system 33 notifies download

agent application 34 that network interface 40 has received data in response to the

first HTTP request, download agent application 34 may notify media player

application 32 that client device 4 has received a first portion of the media object

specified in the HTTP request generated by media player application 32. In this

way, download agent application 34 "provides" the data of the media object in the

first range to media player application 32.

[0045] Furthermore, operating system 33 may notify download agent application

34 that network interface 40 has received data in response to the second HTTP

request. When operating system 33 notifies download agent application 34 that

network interface 40 has received data in response to the second HTTP request,

download agent application 34 may determine whether client device 4 has received

all data of the media object in the first range. If download agent application 34

determines that client device 4 has not received all data of the media object in the

first range, download agent application 34 may wait until client device 4 has

received all data of the media object in the first range. If download agent

application 34 determines that client device 4 has received all data of the media

object in the first range, download agent application 34 may instruct operating

system 33 to notify media player application 32 that client device 4 has received

additional data in the media object requested by media player application 32. In

this way, download agent application 34 "provides" the data of the media object in

the second range to media player application 32.



[0046] When operating system 33 notifies media player application 32 that client

device 4 has received data of the media object requested by media player

application 32, media player application 32 may use the data within the first range

to convert the data within the second range into presentable data based on the data

within the second range. Media player application 32 may then instruct a

presentation unit 42 of client device 4 to present the presentable data. Because

download agent application 34 provided the data of the media object in the second

range to media player application 32 as though the data of the media object in the

second range immediately follows the data of the media object in the first range,

media player application 32 in effect presents the only the segment of the media

object requested by user 6.

[0047] As illustrated in the example of FIG. 2, client device 4 also includes a

compilation generation module 44. Compilation generation module 44 may

present a user interface that allows user 6 to generate a virtual media object from

two or more segments of one or more media objects. For example, compilation

generation module 44 may present a graphical user interface that allows user 6 to

specify start points and end points within one or more media objects.

[0048] After user 6 has specified segments of one or more media objects,

compilation generation module 44 may present a user interface that allows user 6

to specify a sequence of segments of the media objects. For example, compilation

generation module 44 may present a user interface that allows user 6 to specify that

a sequence of segments of the media objects in which a segment of a first media

object follows a segment of a second media object that follows a segment of a third

media object, and so on.

[0049] When user 6 has finished specifying a sequence of segments of the media

objects, compilation generation module 44 may generate a URL that indicates the

sequence of segments of the media objects. As described below with regard to

FIG. 6A, this URL may specify each media object and may specify the start points

and end points of each segment of the media object. After compilation generation

module 44 generates the URL, compilation generation module 44 may provide the

URL to user 6, save the URL 5 transmit the URL to another device, or perform some

other action with regard to the URL.



[0050] FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary operation of client device 4 .

In accordance with this exemplary operation, media player application 32 may

receive a demand from user 6 to view a segment a media object (60). This

segment may be all or part of the media object. After receiving the demand from

user 6, media player application 32 may determine whether device 4 has already

received all data of the media object that represents the requested segment of the

media object (62).

[0051] If media player application 32 determines that device 4 has not already

received all data of the media object that represents the requested segment of the

media object ("NO" of 62), media player application 32 may generate a HTTP

request that specifies a resource identifier of the media object (64). Subsequently,

media player application 32 may receive the data of the media object from

download agent application 34 (66). When media player application 32 receives

data of the media object, media player application 32 may convert data of the

media object into presentable data (68). As media player application 32 converts

the data of the media object into presentable data, media player application 32 may

present the presentable data (70). Prior to or after presenting some presentable

data, media player application 32 may receive a new demand from user 6 to view a

segment of the media object. When media player application 32 receives a new

demand from user 6 to view a segment of the media object, media player

application 32 loops back and again receives the demand from user 6 to view the

segment of the media object (60), and so on.

[0052] On the other hand, if media player application 32 determines that device 4

has already received all data of the media object that represents the requested

segment of the media object ("YES" of 62), media player application 32 may

retrieve the received data that represents the requested segment of the media object

from a local computer-readable medium (72). The received data may include

metadata and media data. The metadata may be stored as data in a first range of an

original media object and the media data may be stored as data in a second range

of the original media object. The metadata describes the media data. After

retrieving the data that represents the requested segment of the media object, media

player application 32 may use the metadata to convert the media data into



presentable data (68). As media player application 32 converts the media data into

presentable data, media player application 32 may present the presentable data

(70), and so on.

[0053] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary operation of download agent

application 34. Because download agent application 34 is integrated into the

network stack of client device 4 in such a way that download agent application 34

receives HTTP requests generated by media player application 32 before client

device 4 sends the HTTP requests generated by media player application 32,

download agent application 34 may receive a HTTP request by media player

application 32 to get a media object from media server 8 (80).

[0054] When download agent application 34 receives the HTTP request by media

player application 32, download agent application 34 determines whether the

HTTP request is a request to retrieve a segment of the media object that constitutes

all of the media object (82). If download agent application 34 determines that the

HTTP request is requesting all of the media object ("YES" of 82), download agent

application 34 may cause network interface 40 to output the HTTP request

generated by media player application 32 (84). Subsequently, download agent

application 34 may receive data in the requested media object (86). When

download agent application 34 receives data of the media object in the requested

media object, download agent application 34 may provide the data of the media

object to media player application 32 (88).

[0055] On the other hand, if download agent application 34 determines that the

HTTP request is for a segment of the media object that is not all of the media

object ("NO" of 82), download agent application 34 may determine whether

download agent application 34 has previously downloaded and cached range

identification data associated with the media object (89). If download agent

application 34 has not cached range identification data associated with the media

object ("NO" of 89), download agent application 34 may send a request to media

server 8 for range identification data associated with the media object (90).

Subsequently, download agent application 34 may receive the range identification

data associated with the media object from media server 8 (92). As described

above, the range identification data associated with the media object may specify



byte indexes associated with metadata of the media object that describes media

data in the media object. In addition, the range identification data may specify a

key frame list that indicates playback points associated with key frames of the

media object and corresponding byte indexes. After receiving the range

identification data or after determining that download agent application 34 has

cached the range identification data associated with the media object ("YES" of

89), download agent application 34 may use the range identification data

associated with the media object to identify a first range and a second range (94).

The metadata of the media object (i.e., the data of the media object within the first

range) may indicate a format and possibly other information. The data of the

media object in the second range represents the requested segment of the media

object.

[0056] After download agent application 34 identifies the first range and the

second range, download agent application 34 may determine whether download

agent application 34 has previously downloaded and cached the data of the media

object in the first range (95). If download agent application 34 has not previously

downloaded and cached the data of the media object in the first range ("NO" of

95), download agent application 34 may cause network interface 40 to output a

first HTTP request that specifies the resource identifier of all of the media object

and indicates the first range (96). Subsequently, download agent application 34

may receive data of the media object in the first range (98). After download agent

application 34 receives data of the media object in the first range or after download

agent application 34 determines that download agent application 34 has cached the

data of the media object in the first range ("YES" of 95), download agent

application 34 may provide the data of the media object in the first range to media

player application 32 as a first portion of the requested media object (100).

[0057] After providing the data of the media object that is within the first range to

media player application 32, download agent application 34 may cause network

interface 40 to output a second HTTP request that specifies the resource identifier

of all of the media object and indicates the second range (102). Data of the media

object in the second range represents the requested segment of the media object.

Note that in some implementations, download agent application 34 may output this



second HTTP request at any time after download agent application identifies the

second range. Download agent application 34 may subsequently receive data of

the media object in the second range (104). When download agent application 34

receives data of the media object in the second range, download agent application

34 provides data of the media object in the second range to media player

application 32 as a portion of the requested media object that immediately follows

the first portion of the requested media object (106).

[0058] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary operation of client device 4

when a user requests a bookmark in a media file. In accordance with the

exemplary operation illustrated in the example of FIG. 5, media player application

32 may receive a demand from user 6 to view all of a media object (120). After

media player application 32 has received the request to view all of the media

object, media player application 32 may generate a HTTP request that specifies a

resource identifier associated with all of the media object (122).

[0059] Subsequently, download agent application 34 receives the HTTP request

generated by media player application 32 (124). When download agent application

34 receives the HTTP request generated by media player application 32, download

agent application 34 outputs the HTTP request for all of the media object (126).

Download agent application 34 may subsequently receive media data in the media

object (128). Upon receiving data in the media object, download agent application

34 may provide the data to media player application 32 (130). When media player

application 32 receives data of the media object, media player application 32 may

present data based on the data in the media object (132).

[0060] After media player application 32 has presented at least some data based on

the data in the media object, media player application 32 may receive a demand

from user 6 to "bookmark" a playback point of the media object (134). For

example, media player application 32 may receive a demand from user 6 to

bookmark a playback point of the media object at the 6th minute of the media

object. When media player application 32 receives a demand from user 6 to

bookmark a playback point of the media object, media player application 32 may

generate a URL that indicates the bookmarked playback point of the media object

(136). For example, media player application 32 may generate a URL that



indicates a resource identifier of the media object and a byte index of a byte within

media object associated with the bookmarked playback point. In this example, if

download agent application 34 subsequently receives a URL of this format,

download agent application 34 may remove the byte index of the byte from the

URL and use the byte index of the byte as a starting byte of a range element in a

second HTTP request as described above.

[0061] After generating the URL, media player application 32 may store the URL

for future use (138). For instance, if user 6 requests that media player application

32 present a media object associated with the URL, media player application 32,

with the assistance of download agent application 34, may present the portion of

the media object that follows the bookmark. In this way, user 6 would not have to

download and wait through the portion of the media object that precedes the

bookmark if user 6 is only interested in the portion of the media object that follows

the bookmark. Alternatively, media player application 32 or user 6 may transmit

the URL to another device (140). When media player application 32 or user 6

transmits the URL to another device, a user of the other device may request that a

media player application operating on the other device present a media object

associated with the URL. In response, the media player operation on the other

device may present the portion of the media object that follows the bookmark. In

this way, user 6 can share a portion of a media object with another user without

forcing the other user to download and wait through uninteresting portions of the

media object.

[0062] FIG. 6A is a flowchart illustrating a first part of an exemplary operation of

client device 4 when processing segments of two or more media objects. In the

exemplary operation of FIG. 6A, compilation generation module 44 may present a

set of one or more media objects (160). When compilation generation module 44

presents the set of media object, compilation generation module 44 may receive

instructions from user 6 to bookmark segments of the media objects (162). In a

first example, compilation generation module 44 may receive instructions from

user 6 to bookmark minutes 2 through 4 of a first media object and minutes 6

through 9 of a second media object. In a second example, compilation generation



module 44 may receive instructions from user 6 to bookmark minutes 5 through 8

of a first media object and minutes 10 through 12 of the first media object.

[0063] After compilation generation module 44 receives such instructions to

bookmark segments of media objects, compilation generation module 44 may

receive an instruction from user 6 to create a compilation of the segments of the

media objects (164). Continuing the first example, compilation generation module

44 may receive an instruction from user 6 to create a compilation in which minutes

2 through 4 of the first media object are followed by minutes 6 through 9 of the

second media object. When compilation generation module 44 receives an

instruction from user 6 to create a compilation of segments of media objects,

compilation generation module 44 may generate a URL that indicates a sequence

of the segments of the media objects (166). Continuing the previous example,

media player application 32 may generate the URL:

"http: //www. examplel . com/ video/ f irst_media_object . fvm? start =2min&e

nd=4min; www. xyz . com/media/ second_media_object . f vτti?start =6min&end=9

min". In this way, from the perspective of user 6 this URL may identify a single

media object. However, because the URL actually indicates separate segments of

one or more media objects, the URL may be considered to identify a "virtual media

object." In the second example described above, compilation generation module

44 may generate the URL:

"http : //www. examplel . com/video/f irst_media_object . f lv?start=5min&:e

nd=8min; www. examplel . com/video/f irst_media_object . f Iv? start =10min&

end=12min".

[0064] Subsequently, media player application 32 may receive a demand from user

6 to present a virtual media object associated with the URL (168). When media

player application 32 receives the request to present a virtual media object

associated with the URL, media player application 32 may generate a HTTP

request that requests the virtual media object associated with the URL ( 170). For

example, media player application 32 may generate the following HTTP request

and instruct operating system 33 to send the following HTTP request to a server

associated with the domain name "www. examplel . com":

GET

/video/f irst_media_media_object .flv?start=2min&end=4min; www. x



yz.com/media/second_media_object .flv?start=6min&end=9min

HTTP/1.0

In an alternative operation, media player application 32 may explicitly instruct

operating system 33 to send the HTTP request to download agent application 34.

[0065] After media player application 32 instructs operating system 33 to send the

HTTP request to the server, operating system 33 may provide the HTTP request to

download agent application 34 (171). Operating system 33 may not cause network

interface 40 to output this HTTP request. Operating system 33 may, for example,

provide the HTTP request to download agent application 34 because operating

system 33 may be configured to provide all HTTP requests from media player

application 32 to download agent application 34. In another example, when

operating system 33 receives an HTTP request from media player application 32,

operating system 33 may determine whether the resource identifier in the HTTP

request includes an ampersand followed by a complete URL. If, in this example,

operating system 33 determines that the resource identifier in the HTTP request

includes an ampersand followed by a complete URL, operating system 33 may

provide the HTTP request to download agent application 34.

[0066] When operating system 33 provides the HTTP request to download agent

application 34, download agent application 34 receives the HTTP request (172).

Continuing the previous example, operating system 33 may provide to download

agent application 34 the HTTP request

GET

/video/ f irst_media_media_object . f Iv? start =2min&end=4min; www. x

y z . com/media/ second_media_object . f lv?start=6min&end=9min

HTTP/ 1 . 0

Note that in this example client device 4 does not send this HTTP request to the

server associated with the domain name "www. example i . com".

[0067] FIG. 6B is a flowchart illustrating a second part of an exemplary operation

of client device 4 when processing multiple segments. When download agent

application 34 receives the HTTP request in step (172) of FIG. 6A, download agent

application 34 may determine whether the resource identifier in the HTTP request

indicates more than one media object ( 180). Continuing the example described

with regard to FIG. 6A, when download agent application 34 receives an

instruction from operating system 33 to send the HTTP request



GET

/video/ first_media_media_object . f Iv? start =2min&end=4min; www. x

y z . com/media/ second_media_object . f lv?start=6min&end=9min

HTTP/ 1 . 0

to "www. exampiei .com", download agent application 34 may determine that the

resource identifier in this HTTP request includes more than one segment of one or

more media objects. In this example, download agent application 34 may

determine that the resource identifier in this HTTP request includes more than one

segment of one or more media objects because the resource identifier includes a

string

"www.xyz . com/media/ second_media_object . f lv?start=6min&end=9min" that

may independently indicate a segment of a media object.

[0068] If download agent application 34 determines that the resource identifier in

the HTTP request does not indicate more than one media object ("NO" of 180),

download agent application 34 may proceed in the manner illustrated in the

example of FIG. 4.

On the other hand, if download agent application 34 determines that the resource

identifier in the HTTP request indicates more than one media object ("YES" of

180), download agent application 34 may determine whether there are any

remaining unprocessed segments in the sequence of segments (182).

[0069] If download agent application 34 determines that there are one or more

remaining unprocessed segments in the sequence of segments ("YES" of 182),

download agent application 34 may, unless download agent application 34 has

cached range identification data associated with the media object associated with

first unprocessed segment in the sequence, request the range identification data

("RANGE ID. DATA" in FIG 6B) associated with the media object associated

with the first unprocessed segment in the sequence (184). For ease of explanation,

this disclosure refers to the media object associated with the first unprocessed

segment in the sequence as the "current media object" and the first unprocessed

segment in the sequence as the "current sequence." After requesting the range

identification data associated with the current media object, download agent

application 34 may receive the range identification data associated with the current

media object ( 186). Once download agent application 34 receives the range



identification data associated with the current media object, download agent

application 34 may use the range identification data associated with the current

media object to identify a first range of data in the current media object and a

second range of data in the current media object ( 188). Data of the current media

object within the first range indicate metadata regarding other data in the current

media object. The data that represents the current segment is within the second

range of data in the current media object.

[0070] After identifying the first range and the second range, download agent

application 34 may, unless download agent application 34 has cached data of the

current media object in the first range, generate a HTTP request that includes a

resource identifier of all of the current media object and that specifies the first

range of data in the current media object (190). Continuing the previous example,

if the first segment indicated by the URL is the current segment and if the first 100

bytes of the first media object store the metadata of the first media object,

download agent application 34 may generate a first HTTP message:

GET /video/first_media_object .fvm HTTP/1.0

Range: bytes=0-99

Alternatively, in this example, if the second segment indicated by the URL is the

current segment and if the first 150 bytes of the second media object store the

metadata of the second media object, download agent application 34 may generate

a second HTTP message:

GET /media/second_media_object .fvm HTTP/1.0

Range: bytes=0-14 9

[0071] After generating the HTTP request for the first range of the current media

object, download agent application 34 may, unless download agent application 34

has cached data of the current media object in the first range, instruct network

interface 40 to send the HTTP request to a server that hosts the current media

object (192). Continuing the previous example, if the first segment indicated by

the URL is the current segment, download agent application 34 may cause network

interface 40 to send this first HTTP message to a server associated with the domain

name "www . examplel . com".

[0072] After generating and sending the HTTP request, download agent

application 34 may generate a HTTP request that includes a resource identifier of



all of the current media object and that specifies the second range of data in the

current media object (194). Continuing the previous example, if the first segment

indicated by the URL is the current segment and if bytes 700 through 2000 of the

first media object represent minutes 2 through 4 of the first media object,

download agent application 34 may generate a third HTTP request message:

GET /video/ first_media_obj ect . fvm HTTP/1 . 0

Range : bytes=700-2 000

Furthermore, in this example, if the second segment indicated by the URL is the

current segment and if bytes 8000-10000 of the second media object represent

minutes 6 through 9 of the second media object, download agent application 34

may generate a fourth HTTP request message:

GET /media/second_media_object . fvm HTTP/1 . 0

Range : bytes=8000-10000

[0073] After generating the HTTP request for data of the current media object in

the second range, download agent application 34 may cause network interface 40

to send the HTTP request to a server identified with the domain name indicated in

the HTTP request received from media player application 32 (196). Continuing

the previous example, download agent application 34 may cause network interface

40 to send the third HTTP request message to a server associated with the domain

name "www. exampiei . com" and may cause network interface 40 to send the fourth

HTTP request message to a server associated with the domain name

"www . xyz . com".

[0074] Subsequently, download agent application 34 may receive data of the

current media object that is within the first range (198). In addition, download

agent application 34 may receive data of the current media object that is within the

second range (200). After receiving data of the current media object in the first

range, download agent application 34 may determine whether the current segment

is the first segment of the sequence (202).

[0075] If download agent application 34 determines that the current segment is the

first segment of the sequence ("YES" of 202), download agent application 34 may

provide data of the current media object in the first range to media player

application 32 as part of the requested "virtual" media object (204). After

providing data of the current media object in the first range to media player



application 32, download agent application 34 may provide data of the current

media object in the second range to media player application 32 (206). Once

download agent application 32 has provided at least some of the data of the current

media object to media player application 32, download agent application 34 may

again determine whether there are any remaining segments in the sequence (182),

and so on.

[0076] On the other hand, if download agent application 34 determines that the

current segment is not the first segment of the sequence ("NO" of 202), download

agent application 34 may determine whether a format indicated by the data of the

current media object in the first range is equivalent to a format indicated by data

within a first range of the first media object associated with the first segment of the

sequence (208). If download agent application 34 determines that the formats are

equivalent ("YES" of 208), download agent application 34 may provide data of the

current media object in the second range to media player application 32 as part of

the requested "virtual" media object (204). After download agent application 34

provides data of the current media object in the second range to media player

application 32, download agent application 34 may again determine whether there

are any remaining segments in the sequence (206), and so on.

[0077] Otherwise, if download agent application 34 determines that the formats are

not equivalent ("NO" of 208), download agent application 34 may convert the data

of the current media object in the second range from the format indicated by the

data of the current media object in the first range to the format indicated by data

within a first range of the first media object associated with the first segment of the

sequence (210). For example, the data of the first media object that is within the

first range may indicate data that is encoded in accordance with the H.264 standard

and the data of the current media object that is within the second range may

indicate data that is encoded in accordance with the H.263 standard. In this

example, download agent application 34 may convert the data of the current media

object that is within the second range from the H.263 format to the H.264 format.

After converting the data, download agent application 34 may provide the

converted data to media player application 32 as part of the requested "virtual"

media object (212). When download agent application 34 provides the converted



data to media player application 32, download agent application 34 again

determines whether there are any remaining unprocessed segments in the sequence

(182), and so on.

[0078] If download agent application 34 determines that there are no remaining

unprocessed segments in the sequence, the role of download agent application 34 is

complete with regard to the sequence (214).

[0079] While FIG. 6B has explained the exemplary operation in terms of

sequential generation and output of HTTP requests, it should be understood that

download agent application 34 may generate and output the HTTP requests in

parallel. When download agent application 34 generates and outputs the HTTP

requests in parallel, download agent application 34 may be able to pre-cache the

segments of the media objects in order to attain better performance.

[0080] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating an alternate exemplary operation of

download agent application 34. Because download agent application 34 is

integrated into the network stack of client device 4 in such a way that download

agent application 34 receives HTTP requests generated by media player application

32 before client device 4 sends the HTTP requests generated by media player

application 32, download agent application 34 may receive a HTTP request by

media player application 32 to get a media object from media server 8 (230).

[0081] When download agent application 34 receives the HTTP request by media

player application 32, download agent application 34 determines whether the

HTTP request is a request to retrieve a segment of the media object that constitutes

all of the media object (232). If download agent application 34 determines that the

HTTP request is requesting all of the media object ("YES" of 232), download

agent application 34 may cause network interface 40 to output the HTTP request

generated by media player application 32 (234). Subsequently, download agent

application 34 may receive data in the requested media object (236). When

download agent application 34 receives data of the media object in the requested

media object, download agent application 34 may provide the data of the media

object to media player application 32 (238).

[0082] On the other hand, if download agent application 34 determines that the

HTTP request is for a segment of the media object that is not all of the media



object ("NO" of 232), download agent application 34 may determine whether

download agent application 34 has cached metadata of the media object (240). The

metadata of the media object may constitute data in a first range of the media

object.

[0083] If download agent application 34 determines that download agent

application 34 has not cached metadata of the media object ("NO" of 240),

download agent application 34 may output a first HTTP request that request all of

the data in the media object (242). This first HTTP request may specify a resource

identifier associated with all of the media object and does not specify a range of

data in the media object. After download agent application 34 outputs the first

HTTP request, download agent application 34 may progressively receive data in

the media object (244). That is, download agent application 34 may receive data

associated with later parts of the media object after receiving data associated with

earlier parts of the media object.

[0084] As download agent application 34 progressively receives data in the media

object, download agent application 34 may determine whether download agent

application 34 has received the metadata of the media object (246). For instance,

download agent application 34 may determine that download agent application 34

has received all metadata of the media object when download agent application 34

begins receiving media data of the media object. When download agent

application 34 determines that download agent application 34 has received all

metadata of the media object, download agent application 34 may stop receiving

data of the media object that download agent application 34 is receiving in

response to the first request (248). In other words, download agent application 34

may "hang up" when download agent application 34 receives all of the metadata of

the media object and may stop progressively receiving the data of the media object.

[0085] After download agent application 34 stops receiving data of the media

object that download agent application 34 is receiving in response to the first

request or after determining that download agent application 34 has cached the

metadata of the media object ("YES" of 240), download agent application 34 may

determine whether download agent application 34 has previously downloaded and

cached range identification data associated with the media object (250). If



download agent application 34 has not cached range identification data associated

with the media object ("NO" of 250), download agent application 34 may send a

request to media server 8 for range identification data associated with the media

object (252). Subsequently, download agent application 34 may receive the range

identification data associated with the media object from media server 8 (254).

The range identification data associated with the media object may specify a key

frame list that indicates playback points associated with key frames of the media

object and corresponding byte indexes.

[0086] After receiving the range identification data or after determining that

download agent application 34 has cached the range identification data associated

with the media object ("YES" of 250), download agent application 34 may use the

range identification data associated with the media object to identify a second

range (256). The data of the media object in the second range represents the

requested segment of the media object. After download agent application 34

identifies the second range, download agent application 34 causes network

interface 40 to output a second HTTP request that specifies the resource identifier

of all of the media object and indicates the second range (258). Subsequently,

download agent application 34 may receive data of the media object in the second

range (260).

[0087] Download agent application 34 may then provide the metadata of the media

object to media player application 32 as a first portion of the requested media

object (262). When download agent application 34 receives data of the media

object in the second range, download agent application 34 provides data of the

media object in the second range to media player application 32 as a portion of the

requested media object that immediately follows the first portion of the requested

media object (264).

[0088] The techniques described herein may be implemented in hardware,

software, firmware, or any combination thereof. Any features described as

modules or components may be implemented together in an integrated logic device

or separately as discrete but interoperable logic devices. If implemented in

software, the techniques may be realized at least in part by a computer-readable

medium comprising instructions that, when executed, performs one or more of the



methods described above. The computer-readable medium may form part of a

computer program product, which may include packaging materials. The

computer-readable medium may comprise random access memory ("RAM") such

as synchronous dynamic random access memory ("SDRAM"), read-only memory

("ROM"), non-volatile random access memory ("NVRAM"), electrically erasable

programmable read-only memory ("EEPROM"), FLASH memory, magnetic or

optical data storage media, and the like. The techniques additionally, or

alternatively, may be realized at least in part by a computer-readable

communication medium that carries or communicates code in the form of

instructions or data structures and that can be accessed, read, and/or executed by a

computer.

[0089] The code may be executed by one or more processors, such as one or more

digital signal processors ("DSPs"), general purpose microprocessors, application-

specific integrated circuits ("ASICs"), field programmable logic arrays ("FPGAs"),

or other equivalent integrated or discrete logic circuitry. Accordingly, the term

"processor," as used herein may refer to any of the foregoing structure or any other

structure suitable for implementation of the techniques described herein. In

addition, in some aspects, the functionality described herein may be provided

within dedicated software modules or hardware modules configured for encoding

and decoding, or incorporated in a combined video encoder-decoder ("CODEC").

[0090] Various embodiments of the invention have been described. These and

other embodiments are within the scope of the following claims.



CLAIMS:

1. A method comprising:

receiving, with a device, a demand to present a segment of a media object,

wherein the segment starts at a playback point of the media object after an initial

playback point of the media object, wherein the device has not yet received data

that represents the segment;

outputting, in response to the demand, a first request that specifies a

resource identifier associated with all data in the media object and that specifies a

first range;

outputting, in response to the demand, a second request that specifies the

resource identifier associated with all of the data in the media object and that

specifies a second range, wherein the data that represents the segment of the media

object is within the second range;

receiving, as a response to the first request, the data of the media object that

is within the first range, wherein the data of the media object that is within the first

range indicates metadata regarding the data in the media object within the second

range; and

receiving, as a response to the second request, the data of the media object

that is within the second range.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

using the data of the media object that is within the first range to convert

the data of the media object within the second range into presentable data; and

presenting the presentable data via a presentation unit.



3 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

requesting, with a media player application, a virtual media object having

content substantially similar to the segment of the media object after

receiving the demand to present the segment of the media object;

providing the data of the media object that is within the first range to the

media player application as a first portion of the virtual media object after

receiving the data of the media object that is within the first range; and

providing the data of the media object that is within the second range to the

media player application as a second portion of the virtual media object,

after receiving the data of the media object that is within the second range;

and

converting, with the media player application, the data within the second

range into presentable data.

4 . The method of claim 3, wherein requesting the virtual media object

comprises instructing, with the media player application, an operating system to

output a Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol ("HTTP") request that includes a resource

identifier that specifies the segment of the media object.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the method further comprises receiving the

demand to present the segment of the media object from a user of the device.



6. The method of claim 1, wherein the method further comprises:

receiving, prior to receipt of the demand to present the segment of the

media object, a demand to present all of the media object;

instructing, prior to receipt of the demand to present the segment of the

media object, one or more of the network interfaces to output a third request that

specifies the resource identifier associated with all data in the media object;

receiving data of the media object; and

instructing the presentation unit to present at least some of the data received

in response to the third request, thereby causing the presentation unit to present at

least a first portion of the media object.

7. The method of claim 1,

wherein outputting the first request comprises instructing one or more

network interfaces to output a first HTTP request that includes, in a header of the

first HTTP request, the resource identifier associated with all data in the media

object and a range element that specifies the first range; and

wherein outputting the second request comprises instructing one or more

network interfaces to output a second HTTP request that includes, in a header of

the second HTTP request, the resource identifier associated with all data in the

media object and a range element that specifies the second range.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein receiving the demand to present the

segment of the media object comprises receiving a Uniform Resource Locator

("URL") that indicates the segment of the media object.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising:

receiving a demand to bookmark a playback point in the media object,

wherein the playback point is a starting point of the segment of the media object;

and

generating, in response to the demand to bookmark the playback point, the

URL.



10. The method of claim 9, further comprising:

saving the URL for subsequent use; and

instructing the one or more network interfaces to send the URL to another

device.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the media object comprises video.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the method further comprises:

outputting, with one or more of the network interfaces, after the demand is

received, a request for range identification data that indicates byte indexes

associated with playback points of the media object;

receiving the range identification data;

identifying a lower end of the second range as one of the byte indexes

associated with one of the playback points closest to the starting playback point of

the segment; and

identifying an upper end of the second range as one of the byte indexes

associated with one of the playback points closest to an ending playback point of

the segment.



13 A device comprising:

a processor;

one or more network interfaces coupled to a network;

a media player executing on the processor, the media player configured to

receive a demand to present a segment of a media object, wherein the segment

starts at a playback point of the media object after an initial playback point of the

media object, wherein the device has not yet received data that represents the

segment;

a presentation unit capable of displaying data based on data in the media

object; and

a download agent that:

(i) as a response to the media player receiving the demand, instructs

one or more network interfaces of the device to output a first request that

specifies a resource identifier associated with all the data in the media

object and a first range,

(ii) as a response to the media player receiving the demand,

instructs one or more of the network interfaces to output a second request

that specifies the resource identifier associated with all the data in the

media object and that specifies a second range, wherein the data that

represents the segment of the media object is within the second range;

(iii) receives, as a response to the first request, the data of the media

object that is within the first range, wherein the data of the media object

that is within the first range indicates metadata regarding the data in the

media object within the second range; and

(iv) receives, as a response to the second request, the data of the

media object that is within the second range;

14. The device of claim 13,

wherein the media player uses the data of the media object that is within the

first range to convert the data within the second range into presentable data, and

wherein the media player causes the presentation unit to present the

presentable data.



15. The device of claim 13,

wherein after the media player receives the demand, the media player

requests a virtual media object having content substantially similar to the segment

of the media object;

wherein after the download agent receives the data of the media object that

is within the first range, the download agent provides the data of the media object

that is within the first range to the media player as a first portion of the virtual

media object; and

wherein after the download agent receives the data of the media object that

is within the second range, the download agent provides the data of the media

object that is within the second range to the media player as a second portion of the

virtual media object.

16. The device of claim 15,

wherein the device further comprises an operating system; and

wherein when the media player requests the virtual media object, the media

player instructs the operating system to output a Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol

("HTTP") request that includes a resource identifier that specifies the segment of

the media object.

17. The device of claim 13, wherein the media player receives the demand to

present the segment of the media object from a user of the device.



18. The device of claim 13,

wherein the media player application is configured to receive, prior to

receipt of the demand to present the segment of the media object, a demand to

present all of the media object;

wherein the download agent is configured to instruct, prior to receipt of the

demand to present the segment of the media object, one or more of the network

interfaces to output a third request that specifies the resource identifier associated

with all data in the media object;

wherein the download agent is further configured to receive data of the

media object; and

wherein the media player is configured to instruct the presentation unit to

present at least some of the data received in response to the third request, thereby

causing the presentation unit to present at least a portion of the media object.

19. The device of claim 13,

wherein the download agent is configured to instruct the one or more

network interfaces to output the first request at least in part by instructing the one

or more network interfaces to output a first HTTP request that includes, in a header

of the first HTTP request, the resource identifier associated with all data in the

media object and a range element that specifies the first range; and

wherein the download agent is configured to instruct the one or more

network interfaces to output the second request at least in part by instructing the

one or more network interfaces to output a second HTTP request that includes, in a

header of the second HTTP request, the resource identifier associated with all data

in the media object and a range element that specifies the second range.

20. The device of claim 13, wherein the media player is configured to receive a

Uniform Resource Locator ("URL") that indicates the segment of the media object

as part of the demand to present the segment of the media object.



21. The device of claim 20,

wherein the media player is configured to receive a demand to bookmark

the playback point in the media object, wherein the playback point is a starting

point of the segment of the media object; and

wherein the media player is configured to generate, in response to the

demand to bookmark the playback point, the URL.

22. The device of claim 21, wherein the media player is further configured to

save the URL for subsequent use and instruct the one or more network interfaces to

send the URL to another device.

23. The device of claim 13, wherein the media object comprises video.

24. The device of claim 13,

wherein one or more of the network interfaces outputs, after the media

player receives the demand, a request for range identification data that indicates

byte indexes associated with playback points of the media object;

wherein the download agent is further configured to:

receive the range identification data;

identify a lower end of the second range as one of the byte indexes

associated with one of the playback points closest to the starting playback

point of the segment; and

identify an upper end of the second range as one of the byte indexes

associated with one of the playback points closest to an ending playback

point of the segment.



25. A computer-readable medium comprising instructions that, when executed

by one or more processors of a device, cause the one or more processors to:

receive a demand to present a segment of a media object, wherein the

segment starts at a playback point of the media object after an initial playback

point of the media object, wherein the device has not yet received data that

represents the segment of the media object;

in response to the demand, instruct one or more network interfaces of the

device to output a first request that specifies a resource identifier associated with

all data in the media object and that specifies a first range;

instruct, in response to the demand, one or more of the network interfaces

to output a second request that specifies the resource identifier associated with all

the data in the media object and that specifies a second range, wherein the data that

represents the segment of the media object is within the second range;

enable one or more of the network interfaces to receive, as a response to the

first request, the data of the media object that is within the first range, wherein the

data of the media object that is within the first range indicates metadata regarding

the data in the media object within the second range;

enable one or more of the network interfaces to receives, as a response to

the second request, the data of the media object that is within the second range;

use the data of the media object that is within the first range to convert the

data within the second range into presentable data; and

instruct a presentation unit of the device to present the presentable data

based on the data within the second range, thereby causing the presentation unit to

present the segment of the media object.



26. A system comprising:

a client device that comprises:

one or more network interfaces coupled to a network;

a media player that receives a demand to present a segment of a

media object, wherein the segment starts at a playback point of the media object

after an initial playback point of the media object, wherein the client device has not

yet received data that represents the segment of the media object;

a presentation unit capable of displaying data based on the data in

the media object;

a download agent that:

(i) as a response to the media player receiving the demand,

instructs one or more network interfaces of the device to output a first request that

specifies a resource identifier associated with all the data in the media object and a

first range,

(ii) as a response to the media player receiving the demand,

instructs one or more of the network interfaces to output a second request that

specifies the resource identifier associated with all the data in the media object and

that specifies a second range, wherein the data that represents the segment of the

media object is within the second range;

(iii) receives, as a response to the first request, the data of

the media object that is within the first range, wherein the data of the media object

that is within the first range indicates metadata regarding the data in the media

object within the second range;

and

(iv) receives, as a response to the second request, the data of

the media object that is within the second range;

wherein the media player uses the data of the media object

that is within the first range to convert the data within the second range into

presentable data; and

wherein the media player causes the presentation unit to

present the presentable data; and



a web caching server that receives the first request and the second request,

wherein the web caching server comprises:

a resource cache that stores resources hosted by other servers; and

a cache manager that uses resource identifiers in requests from requesting

devices to determine whether the resource cache stores resources identified by the

resource identifiers; and that sends requested resources to the requesting devices

when the web caching server caches the requested resource.
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